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 You can install this software and activate in 2 minutes. This software has all that you need in a powerful program: - Press &
select RAW and B&W images - Raster Images - Color - Grayscale - Adjust the brightness / contrast / white balance - Add,
move, rotate, cut, crop and flip - Apply creative effects like masks, frames, bells and more - Auto-recovery for retouching -

Unique features like "Perfect Hair" - Change colors with the built-in'magic eye' for the most accurate color selection You can
extract EXIF information from RAW images. You can capture screen to AVI, PPM or H.264 format. You can use the Optical

Zoom tool to magnify the image or reduce it. The unique "magic eye" filter and the advanced adjustment tools help to eliminate
minor blurs or other imperfections in the pictures. New in version 5.0: - In 'Choose Print Image as JPEG', you can select the

desired size to print from the 'Size' drop-down box. - In 'Filters', the 'Spinner' function in the 'Picture Filter' option allows you to
preview the filter effects before saving the image. - In the 'Presentation Mode', you can choose 'Arrange in Columns' or

'Arrange in Rows' for the selection of images. - In 'Ordering', the 'Movie clip' and 'Reverse' options allow you to add
watermarks to your movies and images. - In the 'Magic Eye' tool, you can double-click to bring back the color of the previous

selection and remove the white background. - In the 'Auto Filling' tool, you can add text, transparent, gradient and image effects
to your text. - New 'Preset' setting to customize the output quality. - You can now 'Trim Images' directly to a desired size using
the 'Dimensions' drop-down box in the 'Tools' menu. - In the 'Copy', 'Cut', 'Paste' and 'Duplicate' options, you can now make

your selected images open in a new tab. - In the 'Preview' mode, you can now move the cursor in a specific direction. - You can
now print your images with a paper size of 3.5x5.5 inches. - The 'Locate Image' option now saves 82157476af
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